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Stockholm Stream Media Enhances Delta System SaaS Offering with Video
Translation for Nordic Languages through Partnership with JuneFirst

Stockholm Stream, a leading provider of cutting-edge SaaS solutions, is thrilled to announce

a significant enhancement to its Delta platform. Customers can now enjoy seamless video

translation capabilities for Nordic languages and English, thanks to a strategic partnership

with JuneFirst, a renowned player in the media industry.

The integration of JuneFirst's expertise in video translation services into the Delta platform

marks a major milestone in providing users with a comprehensive solution for creating

subtitles and captions in Nordic languages including Danish, Finnish,

Norwegian, and Swedish, along with English.

This collaboration between Delta System and JuneFirst leverages the strengths of both

platforms, combining Delta's powerful SaaS capabilities with JuneFirst's proficiency in

accurate and efficient video translation services.

The result is a user-friendly experience that empowers content creators, media

professionals, and businesses to expand their reach across linguistic boundaries.

Key Features of the Enhanced Delta SaaS Service:

● Multi-Lingual Video Translation: Delta now supports the translation of videos into Nordic

languages and English, allowing users to create subtitles and captions that cater to diverse

audiences.

● Effortless Integration: The seamless integration of JuneFirst's translation services into
the Delta platform ensures a user-friendly experience, eliminating the need for additional

partners or complex workflows.



● Enhanced Accessibility: Content creators can now broaden their audience base by

providing accurate and culturally relevant subtitles, ensuring inclusivity and accessibility for

viewers across the Nordic region and English-speaking audiences.

● Time Efficiency: The collaboration between Delta System and JuneFirst streamlines the

video translation process, reducing the time for publishing the assets.

"We are excited to announce our partnership with JuneFirst, which adds a new dimension to

our Delta platform. This integration not only reflects our commitment to continually enhance

our SaaS offerings but also empowers our users to communicate effectively with audiences

in the Nordic region and English-speaking markets." said [Patrik Littmann, CEO at
Stockholm Stream]

Delta System and JuneFirst are confident that this collaboration will significantly impact the

way content is shared and consumed globally, breaking down language barriers and

fostering a more connected and inclusive digital experience.

For more information about Delta System enhanced SaaS services and the
partnership with JuneFirst, please visit [Welcome to Delta: Simple VOD distribution ].

About Stockholm Stream:

Stockholm Stream develops the SaaS service Delta that offers cutting-edge technology to

streamline video content creation, management, and distribution. With a focus on innovation

and user experience, Delta System empowers content creators, media professionals, and

businesses to achieve their goals in the digital landscape.

About JuneFirst:

JuneFirst is a trusted name in the media industry, specialising in video translation services.

With a team of skilled linguists and advanced technology, JuneFirst ensures accurate and

efficient translation of video content, enabling businesses and content creators to reach a

global audience with confidence.

https://www.deltasystem.tv/
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